When you first pull your yeti down uq out of the box, you can toss it in the dryer to help it
fully loft. The international down and feather laboratory actually suggests tossing in some
tennis balls and a wrung‐out damp washcloth. When pulling it out of the stuffsac in the field,
grab it by the suspension tube on the side of the quilt and shake it vigorisly for a min to fluff
the loft. The uq is asymmetric. One corner is more curved than the other 3. This corner goes
at the head end of the hammock and at your left shoulder. The head‐end of the underquilt is
also marked by the logo patch and the knot in the shockcord.
Setup is easy, just hook the ends of the loop over the end mass/whipping of your blackbird,
the tension should hold it on there. If attaching to another hammock, you might need to use
a mini biner or small plastic hook to attach to the suspension line. The tension on the uq will
lift the empty hammock up into the air, this is normal. If you experience the side of the quilt
shifting downward too much on the zipper side, you can correct this tendency by putting
slightly more tension on the zipper side of the shockcord and slightly less on the shelf side.
To do this you’ll simply have to do a full wrap around the end mass when attaching the uq to
the hammock, and then simply feed a couple inches of cord from one side to the other so the
zip side is slightly tighter. Another option is to use a small mini‐biner and clip the shockcord
to the tie‐out on the hammock (the one near your head)
Once inside the hammock, get situated inside and then reach out to move the uq where you
want it. I usually pull the end edge down to about my knees which puts the quilt in about
the right spot. You will need to make sure the shockcord runs over top of your legs (over
the footbox on the blackbird). You can do this to an extent before you get in or even after,
but if the shockcord runs under your legs, it will cause a large gap at the butt end and you'll
lose heat, so make sure the shockcord goes over your legs when laying diagonal.
To get the head‐end snug, simply reach out and grab the butt‐edge/end of the quilt and slide
the uq down to about your knees so the head‐edge is even with your shoulders or an couple
inches above rather than up near the top of your head. Conversely, to vent the quilt if you
get too hot, slide the head edge back up near the top of your head. I recommend having
someone else lay in the hammock while you move the quilt closer to the top of your head or
closer down to the shoulders and with the shockcord over/under the footbox/legs to see
how these effect the fit. All adjustments can easily be made while laying in the hammock,
just reach out of the hammock and move the uq where it needs to be. To slide the uq toward
one end of the hammock or the other, you’ll need to pull on the end edges of the quilt
(where the draft stoppers are), pulling on the side doesn't work.
You can watch a setup video for the yeti underquilt in the setup section of our website at:
www.warbonnetoutdoors.com

